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Austrian elections 

usher in a brand 

new breed! 

MUP Chairman/CEO Raj Marwah visiting with Sebastian Kurz,  

the (now-elected) Austrian Bundeskanzler, at the launch of his successful campaign! 

Sebastian Kurz, now the youngest male elected head of government on the planet Earth, 

launched an innovative campaign that resonated with the majority of Austrian voters to 

usher in a new era in Austrian politics. In a bold and innovative move, Kurz achieved 

success by taking full command (and responsibility) for ÖVP - the Austrian conservative 

party - and his daring and dynamic gamble paid off, big time! As we go to press, his party 

is in final talks with a coalition partner to announce new initiatives in almost every area 

of Austrian government.  

Marwah und Partner (MUP) wish the new team all the success in the world! 
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Advisory Board Member, Prof. Martin Maltais 

visiting MUP in Vienna right before Christmas! 
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Prof. Maltais at the Viennese Christmas Market.....                                   .....and enjoying a postprandial cigar at Michael’s fraternity dinner! 

 
Prof Dr. Maltais (a renowned Québécois educationalist, 

Professeur Financement et politiques d'éducation, Directeur du 

département des sciences de l'éducation (Lévis) and Président du 

Comité sur le financement des universités - FQPPU) travelled 

from his 'winter wonderland' to ours, bearing 'revolutionary' (and 

most useful!) ideas for MUP's latest investment in the 

international education sector through a company in Texas. But 

he found time to catch some typically Viennese sights and sounds 

while he was here. MUP plan to 'return the favour' and visit him 

in Quebec again next year! 

___________________________________________________

_ 

MUP hosting a Christmas lunch for Dr. Radha Anjali, the  

premier exponent in Europe of the centuries-old tradition  

of Indian Classical Dance 

Michael Klinger receives Papal Order 
We are proud to announce that MUP/Partner Michael Klinger 

became a Knight of St. Sylvester. Michael – seen here with his 

daughter Elisabeth, his sons Johannes and Georg and his two 

granddaughters Johanna and Bernadette at the Vatican 

Embassy in Vienna, received the order – which is granted by 

Pope Francis himself - from Archbishop Peter Zurbriggen, 

Nuncio of the Holy See in Vienna. 
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BITCOIN: Initial Coin Offerings for Dummies! 
Jamie on Bitcoin: "If you're stupid enough to buy it, you'll pay the price for it one day,"  wrote JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon on the 13rd of October 

2017  https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/10/13/dimon-on-bitcoin-if-youre-stupid-enough-to-buy-it-youll-pay-the-price-one-day.html) 

AN OPEN LETTER FROM OUR ERKKI TOLJAMO OF FINLAND, TO JAMIE DIMON, CEO, JPMorgan NEW YORK CITY!  

Dear Jamie,  Bitcoin is unquestionably one of the most amazing innovations in recent years. It was 

undoubtedly a pioneer in introducing its revolutional technology and its ecosystem and was the 1st 

major blockchain innovation. Bitcoin, as a whole, was created just for its namesake cryptocurrency, 

since its technology reflects that. Bitcoins use a peer-to-peer (P2P) decentralized system to conduct 

transactions, while its ecosystem runs on its own 1st generation blockchain - a distributed database 

that maintains a continuously growing list of ordered records, called “blocks”.  Bitcoin is a protocol, 

which is a standard set of rules for information exchange and most-known digital currency. The 

Bitcoin community uses the said digital currency by running software that adheres to the protocol. 

Doing this makes the user a member of the community. Bitcoin is still the ruling cryptocurrency in 

terms of its market capitalization. It represents roughly a half of all the exchange-listed 

cryptocurrencies’ total market capitalizations (app. US307 billion at the date of writing). Most 

importantly, in addition to Bitcoin, there are several independent ecosystems running on 2nd and 3rd 

generation blockchains. Those ecosystems were not created solely from a cryptocurrencies-only 

basis. Moreover, there are thousands of different types of cryptocurrencies, alternative coins and 

tokens in existence; majority listed on public crypto exchanges. New cryptocurrencies are created 

every day on initial coin offerings (ICO – Bitcoin ecosystem) and token generation events (TGE – 

Ethereum ecosystem | ERC-20/23). Nowadays, anyone is able to create a cryptocurrency; hence the 

exact number of them is uncertain. Generalizing the whole new world of cryptoeconomics, number of 

independent ecosystems within it and all those thousands of variety types of cryptocurrencies by one 

single cryptocurrency – Bitcoin - possibly delivers a wrong message to the world. And since your message, Jamie Dimon, came from the very top 

seat in the global banking world, you might have created some confusion (and negative effects) amongst bankers, traders, investors and 

others.  Or perhaps, Jamie, you meant precisely what you announced, i.e. “Bitcoin not worth buying!”  If so, tell us, pray: what would be the 

cryptocurrencies would you prefer to bet on?  You didn't tell us that! Written with the highest respect for you, dear Jamie , and with 

love, Signed: Erkki Toljamo 

 

ICO’s and Cryptoeconomics   

Ecosystems such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Zcash are products of cryptoeconomics — just like all the other public blockchains. Cryptoeconomics is 

not a subfield of economics, but rather an area of applied cryptography that takes economic incentives and economic theory into account. It 

simply combines the use of incentives with cryptography to design new kinds of systems, applications, and networks. Cryptoeconomics is what 

makes blockchains interesting, and it’s what makes them different from other technologies. Put simply: “The blockchain is an incorruptible digital 

ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually everything of value.“ Don and Alex 

Tapscott stated, authors of Blockchain Revolution (2016). ICOs are part of cryptoeconomics. In general, most of the ICOs originates from the 

Ethereum ecosystem. Cryptoeconomics is a word that causes a lot of confusion. However, it is as simple as can be. Cryptoeconomics is not some 

voodoo magic. It’s just interdisciplinary. (Thanks to Josh Stark, Jeff Coleman Ethan Wilding and Vlad Zamfir for their article on this.) 

ICOs and Tens of Millions in a few Seconds  

An ICO example: OmiseGo: ”The Ethereum Exchange OmiseGo's ICO literally finished before it even started 4 July 2017. While we’re still 

getting our heads around ICOs that finish in 30 seconds, the OmiseGo ICO managed to finish before “the token sale” even started.” 

… ”. Apparently, 450 people pledged $60 million for a capped sale of $19 million, so “we will not be able to accept contributions from any 

participants in the second round,” Omise said. http://www.trustnodes.com/2017/07/04/ethereum-exchange-omisego-ico-literally-finished-even-

started. A cryptocurrency-operated file storage network startup company Filecoin launched its ICO on the 10th of August 2017, i.e. relatively 

soon after OmiseGO’s ICO. It was a bigger ICO than OmiseGO’s, but Filecoin’s ICO process took whole a month to complete. Filecoin had also 

fulfilled all The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s fresh orders and regulations on its ICO, thus accepting US based investors --if the 

investor was qualified as an accelerated investor. Filecoin team walked away with astonishing US257 million in the company’s crypto wallet (if 

Filecoin received the funds in Ethers the total value would be US386 million as per 24th Nov. 2017 6.57 PM CET due to Ether’s increased value 

When MUP's Marketplace asked Erkki Toljamo ("Flying Finn", Genius, and our own MUP Advisory Board Member) to help our 

readers understand Bitcoin and ICOs, he graciously sent in the following piece. Needless to say, he takes full responsibility for his 

views. These views do not represent our views. Fortunately, Erkki says he is available at et@eLombard.com  to directly answer any 

of your questions. But we have to say this: it makes absolutely FASCINATING reading!! 
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in the market). Filecoin’s ICO was a record breaking crowdfunding round. They beat the Tezos’ ICO from the mid-summer of 2017 by US25 

million. Now, for most of us OmiseGO’s product and its offering is nothing but confusing jargon -- but what happened next is clearly a mind-

boggling post-ICO event: ”The first ICO unicorns are here: today both OmiseGO and Qtum passed a $1 billion market cap!,” according 

to coinmarketcap.com, a site that tracks the value of crypto tokens. In doing so, they became the first ERC20 tokens — subtokens that are built 

on the Ethereum network and sold to investors via an ICO — to pass the unicorn mark based on the total value of coins that have been 

distributed.”  https://techcrunch.com/2017/08/31/the-first-ico-unicorns-are-here - published on the 31 August 2017.) 

ICOs Return on Investment  

At the time of drafting this article (23rd Nov. 2017 1.23PM CET) the top yielded tokens, in terms of their ROIs, quoted at leading crypto market 

place were the following: 1.) IOTA’s with ROI value at 212835% with market cap of US2,8 billion, 2.) *Ethereum’s ROI 117674% with market 

cap of US35,2 billion, 3.) Stratis 49728% with market cap of US363 million, 4.) Qtum 4763% with market cap of US1,08 billion. ( see live quotes 

here: https://www.coincircle.com/stats ) The bottom line is this: An average return on investment (ROI) was 1320 %; including every single ICO 

published by 18th October 2017. It is important to pay attention to the fact that the said ROI percentage includes also all the failed 

ICOs. http://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/ico-mangrove-capital-average-returns-crypto-icos-2017-10-1004744154 

What is an ICO, i.e. Initial Coin Offering? 

From financing point of view ICO is indeed the “new kid on the block”. On ICO a company 

offers to its investors a new token in return to the funding received. There is, of course, a 

significant difference between coins and tokens: on Bitcoin’s ecosystem a coin does just one 

thing; it is simply a single-functional coin. An Ethereum ecosystem based token can be 

programmed (Smart Contract) for multiple use: a token features such as utility, income, 

rewards and its fungibility. ICOs are used mostly by start-ups to bypass time and energy 

consuming regulated capital-raising processes required by venture capitalists or banks. As 

an ICO, it is simply a vehicle for blockchain-based startups to raise funds, which are used to 

fuel the companies’ various lines of developments. However, the innermost foundation behind 

ICO market is a technology. In short it is a whole new ecosystem, which is created by techies 

– not capitalist nor banks. By heart and mind they different from traditional financiers, venture 

capitalist and banks, thus they have somewhat turned around also the way of thinking, 

procedures and maneuvers in the risk capital world. The innermost foundation behind ICO 

market is a technology. On ICOs tokens are paid in cryptocurrencies (usually the main 

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoins, Ethers, Litecoins). Cryptographic token sales i.e. ICOs are 

revolutionary and integral to future; new economic and new ecosystems. The financiers ICOs 

are “netzitizens”, the community behind the ICO company.  Here’s the next shock. OmiseGO 

did not sell their equity on ICOs, not a single share. Instead of shares the investors were given 

tokens from ICO companies. 

What is a token? 

A token is not a physical item. Basically, its a 'code' of zeros and ones. Tokens are essentially 

kind of digital coupons. Tokens are issued on an indelible distributed ledger, or blockchain, of 

the kind that underpins Ether (Etherium) or Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies. That means they can 

easily be traded, although (unlike shares) they do not confer ownership rights. A token is a value that powers the network. Tokens are created 

within the chosen ICO ecosystem. The stakeholders are transmitted their tokens in exchange to their investment to their digital/crypto 

wallets.  ICO tokens and cryptocurrency in general could become the securities and shares of tomorrow. A token can be relatively easily sold and 

traded on all cryptocurrency exchanges if there is demand for them.  

Let’s take a quick look at the last 24 hours Top 10 gainers in the cryptocurrency market (as per 23rd Nov. 2017 3.19PM CET):   

1. EquiTrader 

2. VectorAI   

3. SkinCoin 

4. Eurocoin  

5. Exchange Union 

483.08% 

391.02%  

182.24% 

138.34% 

115.85%  

US$     26 000 

US$     29 822  

US$     73 640 

US$     51 818 

US$   800 350 

 6. EMphy 

7. Bitcoin Red 

8. Tierion 

9. Eagle Coin 

10. ParkByte 

111.63% 

110.42%        

  99.65% 

  69.13%   

  681%       

US$      13 069 

US$ 1 054 760  

US$ 3 740 810  

US$      31 115  

US$ 3 322 120   

( see live quotes here: https://coinmarketcap.com/gainers-losers/ ) 

Each of the cryptocurrencies set above are results of their own ICOs ...followed by the creation processes of them within the ecosystem.  

 IMPORTANT NOTE: Cryptocurrency and ICOs are fields of businesses that can be quite scary and seriously complex environments for 

non-professional involvement. It is crystal clear the challenges are quite demanding and risks are many…. and high.The author is associated 

with a company that aims at offering the whole 24/7 trading market of large number of different types of cryptocurrencies, as well as 

handpicked ICO to the masses.  
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Instead of our usual Christmas card, a donation has been sent to 

CARITAS, an organisation devoted to serving the poor and promoting 

charity and justice throughout the world. 

This has been a great year for MUP! We got here because of YOUR 

support and good wishes! Here's to a great 2018! 
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Merry Christmas and  
a Happy New Year! 

Best wishes from our families to yours!  

MUP Advisory Board Members Mag. Michael Klinger, Dr. Stefan Stoiber, 

with Chairman/CEO Raj Marwah 

 

 



 
Marwah und Partner GmbH (MUP) was originally founded in 1999 in Vienna, 
Austria, as an advisory company to leverage Mr. Marwah's worldwide network, and 
to provide a vehicle for his private investments.  After Mr. Marwah closed some 
successful and quite large M&A transactions, we have recently focused Marwah und 
Partner GmbH on smaller transactions providing advisory services for companies 
with unique technologies seeking global expansion.  At Marwah und Partner GmbH 
we take an active role in each client or investment, and provide access to world class 
international marketing and management expertise.   Marwah und Partner GmbH 
has several European investments/clients and is currently exploring opportunities 
worldwide, seeking key private or state 
owned companies that are looking for 
capital and know-how to expand into 
international markets.    
 

MUP Chairman/CEO Raj Marwah also has 
more than 21 years of worldwide adver-
tising and marketing experience, working 
globally for multinational accounts in 
Sydney, Hong Kong, Toronto, Auckland, 
Dubai, Vienna, Bangkok, and New York. Raj 
was Chairman/CEO in New Zealand and 
Canada producing outstanding results. For 
the last 15 years, Raj has executed major 
mergers and acquisitions in Europe and Asia 
on behalf of multinational clients based out 
of Hong Kong, Germany, and the USA. 
  

 
 

 

This Publication is produced by Marwah und Partner GmbH 

Elisabethstrasse 26, 1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA  

Our company was founded in 1999 and is registered in Vienna/Austria 

Firmenbuch/Commercial Register Number: FN 189016 s  UID/VAT-Number: ATU48636105 
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE   

 

This document does not 

constitute an offer to sell, 
or a solicitation of an offer 

to buy membership 
interests in Marwah und 

Partner GmbH, or any 
companies represented in 

this document. We will not 
make such offer or 

solicitation prior to the 
delivery of an offering 

memorandum, the 
operating agreement or 

articles of association, a 

subscription booklet, and 
other materials relating to 

the matters herein.   
 

Before making an 
investment decision, we 

advise potential investors 
to read these materials 

carefully and to consult 
with their tax, legal, and 

financial advisors.  
We have compiled this 

information from sources 
we believe to be reliable, 

but we cannot guarantee 

its veracity. We present 
our opinions without 

warranty as of the 
publication date.  Our 

opinion is subject to 
change at any time.  Past 

performance is no 
guarantee of future 

results. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Mag. Michael Klinger, MBA, Inter-
national Associate, is an experienced 
senior manager having served as CFO for 
several US corporations, most recently 
was the Financial Officer on the Mana-
gement Board of a large Gas Distribution 
Company in Central Europe, and has also 
been the Regional (Europe) Vice 
President for Western Union Inter-
national.  Austrian-born Michael brings 
his hands-on corporate experience 
towards enhancing our ability to deliver 
the highest quality corporate services to 

clients, and to companies in which 
Marwah und Partner GmbH (MUP) 
occasionally invests. 

For some more of our recent newsletters, please visit: www.mup-news.com 
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